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the part of the positive electrode and being decomposed. As a pre- 
7¢entive it is recommended to heat the metal to 45o ° C. or 8420 F. 
There is, however, reason to fear that such a temperature would 
make the articles soft and less durable. 

Artificial Pumice  Stone. ANOX. (Amer. Mach., xxxvi,  15, 
59o . ) - -Natura l  pumice is so common to volcanic eruptions that 
with such outbursts the surface of the adjacent sea is covered with 
the floating stones. The material is a kind of obsidian which has 
been rendered porous, while in a molten state, by the expansion of 
gas or steam in its substance. Pumice is not always reliable, for it 
will vary in grain and hardness, sometimes in the same piece. 
An artificial pumice is now being made at Bietigheim in the valley 
of the Enz. Its constituents are sandstone and clay, and ten differ- 
ent grades are manufactured. There is a hard and a soft kind 
designed for leather, felt and wood industries; another kind for 
stucco workers and sculptors; a soft finely grained variety for 
polishing woods and tin goods; another for lithographic stones; 
while other varieties are prepared suitable for various duties. 

Solid Oxygen by Evaporation of the Liquid. J. DEWAR; 
(Roy. Soc. Proc. Ser. A., lxxx, v, 589 . ) - - I t  is more difficult to 
solidify oxygen than hydrogen or nitrogen, because oxygen has 
a small vapor pressure at its melting point. With the aid of 
cocoanut charcoal (75 gm.) ,  as much as 1o c.c. of liquid oxygen 
have been changed to a transparent jelly within a silvered, vacuum 
jacketed tube placed inside a wider tube filled with liquid air. The 
pressure required for solidification was determined by a McLeod 
gauge at 1.12 mm.; the melting point would be 53.3 ° K. by  ex- 
trapolation from Willard Gibbs's vapor tension formula. A sub- 
sequent determination by a hydrogen thermometer gave 54 ° K., 
while Kamerlingh Onnes finds 54.6 °. 

New Hard Fired Porcelain Colors. W. PUKALL. (Sprechsaal, 
xlv, 21I.) New colors are obtained by allowing suitable refractory, 
porous, colorless bodies, such as aluminum hydroxide, silicic acid, 
Zettlitz kaolin, zinc oxide or a mixture of zinc oxide with aluminum 
hydroxide in the ratio of I ZnO, 2 A1._, 03, meta-stannic acid, calcium 
phosphate, etc., to absorb easily soluble metallic salts which yield 
coloring oxides, and then calcining at Seger cone 7, whereby the 
salts are decomposed. Cobalt oxide with alumina, or with alumina 
and zinc oxide, or with silicic acid as the basis, gave tones ranging 
from the most delicate ultramarine to the deepest dark blue, suit- 
able for porcelain and earthenware. Chromium oxide in very small 
amounts, with an alumina basis, gives reddish gray tones, especially 
under a glaze rich in magnesia. With the alumina-zinc oxide basis, 
o.2 molecule of chromium to o. 5 ZnO. A1203 gives bright pink 
colors, which beyond that amount turn to reddish-gray. By saturat- 


